The dilatation effect in a field of sound waves (which may be described as a general dilatation of the matter in the more strongly vibrating regions relative to the matter in the regions of weaker vibration) is discussed in terms of a medium which, for mathematical reasons, is given a slight viscosity. In the theorems concerning this effect an established field is considered; but the process of establishment of the phenomenon is investigated in a special case.
Some theorems which are im portant in connexion with the pressure exerted by waves of small amplitude, and with related matters, have been given by Richter (1940) (whose primary purpose is to make clear the significance and conditions of applicability of two different formulae for the pressure of sound). His treatm ent employs an inviscid medium with p = f(p), and I w by a treatm ent in which a viscosity term is added to the equation of motion. A tre a t ment based on the differential equation of the inviscid medium is, in the general case, open to mathematical objections, since in such a medium these waves of finite amplitude tend to become discontinuous. For the same reason I shall have to employ the viscous medium in the second part of this paper, where, in a special case, I examine how, during the setting up of a field of waves, the ultimate state, to which such theorems refer, is progressively established; if the viscosity term is omitted from the calculations, the series by which the waves will be represented would not converge at great distances from the source of sound.
Consider a wave motion in a medium for which p = f(p). The viscosity (not the kinematic viscosity) will be regarded as constant, since, with the usual expressions for the stresses, the motion will then satisfy the equation where u is the velocity, £ the vorticity, and V the specific volume. Let V exceed by 8 V its value V0 in some standard state. Equation (1) is where A is the constant Thus, taking at each point in space a time average of sufficient duration, there follows an expression which gives, by integration,
|j5r -A div u
where ijf -J Vdp + ^u2. From the nature of the expression on the left it is evident that the integral is independent of the path connecting the two points. From now onwards /< will be regarded as very small, and neither A nor B will be regarded as lying in a thin layer (usually containing a region of great vorticity) surrounding the surface of a solid. This will not limit the utility of the results, since there is no appreciable pressure change in traversing such a layer.
Let p exceed by dp its value p 0 in the standard state, which will be taken as the lower limit of the integral d p ,and let dp be never more than a small fraction of Using different Taylor's series for JVdp then \Jr may be written in several forms, such as (4)
Richter's results will be obtained if such expressions, when time averaged, may be regarded as having the same values a t A and B. Thus, since the accuracy of his results is in any case limited by the neglect of higher terms in the Taylor series, it may be said th a t this treatm ent will not modify his conclusions if the integral on the right-hand side of (3) is negligible to this accuracy. I t is to be expected th a t this will usually be so; but it should be checked in each case considered. (Attention may be drawn to one case, of a very academic nature, in which the appearance of the integral is deceptive; the one-dimensional motion which constitutes a plane pro gressive wave of infinite cross-section is free from vorticity, but, on account of the first term, the integral taken over a sufficient range does not become negligible when/4 is made very small. Moreover, the results are, in this particular case (which is readily investigated in detail), considerably altered if the medium is replaced by a real fluid, in which there is a generation of heat due to viscosity; the peculiarities of this case are due to the waves proceeding for a very great distance without becoming divergent.) Omitting such special cases, Richter's main conclusions will now be derived, since the statem ent of them in words may with advantage be modified when vis cosity is present. Suppose th a t somewhere in the sound field there is a region (for example, a t a great distance from the source of sound) a t which the motion is relatively negligible. p 0 will be chosen as the pressure in th at region; then ^Jr is zero there, and hence everywhere. Suppose, moreover, th at somewhere in the sound field there is a solid body part of whose surface is a plane element S , and th at in a right cylindrical region of which S forms one end the motion approximates to a simple harmonic stationary wave whose oscillations are perpendicular to so th at there is a node a t S, and passing from there along the length of the cylindrical region suc cessive regions are encountered at which the motion becomes a minimum, and which may be called quasi-nodes. Consider a cylindrical portion of matter, of mass m, which extends from S to the region of a quasi-node (or to one of the intermediate antinodes), and divide it into small masses dm. Remembering the general nature of the motion in the mass m, and using the well-known approximate relation (sufficiently accurate for our purpose) between the values of 8V when time averaged a t a point and in a particle oscillating in the region of the point, it will be seen th a t if the sign of the term \u 2 in (5) be changed and a time average taken (of the resulting expression) in any one of the moving particles which form the portion of mass m, the value is still zero. Applying this result to each mass dm, it is seen th at for the portion of mass m the mean dilatation relative to the state (a quantity which will be defined as its time average volume, minus its volume a t pressure p 0, all divided by m) is not zero, but has a small value which (using the well-known approximate relations between the time averaged integrals of the squared quantities) is seen to be approximately Ef'^l2p0(f'0)2 (where \ E is the mean kinetic energy per unit volume, averaged with respect to time and space, in this portion of m atter, and is equal to Ip lM S V )2 similarly averaged).
In other words, the time average volume of this portion of m atter is the volume which it would have at. pressure Po~ ^Pofo I^f 'o-Fr general nature of the motion, the time average pressure on the surface S is seen to be Pq + E.
Combining the two results, it will be seen th at if a tube, sealed at one end, has a well-fitting piston, and contains a stationary gas, and imagining the piston and gas thrown into a motion in which the piston is in the vicinity of a quasi-node (or anti node) and has a time average displacement zero from its original position, then the (time average) pressure on the sealed end, measured in excess of its original value, is given by the Rayleigh expression E{1 + P o f W ha is considered, it is evident th a t results derived from (3) only give information about an established field. The process of establishment of the phenomena during the setting up of a sound field will now be investigated in a special case.
Consider a sphere of radius a, which until time zero is a t rest in an infinite region of gas, which is at rest with pressure p 0 and specific volume V0. From then onwards let the sphere's surface pulsate, its outward displacement from its original position being R sinot. Writing c2 for f'0, c/er will be taken to be sma large compared with B. Writing k = Acr2/2c3, the viscosity will be taken to be small enough to make cik a small fraction. Near the sphere the motion is not much different from a plane progressive wave, and considering a small portion of m atter there, and writing \ E for its time-average kinetic energy per unit volume, its average specific volume over a period of the sphere's pulsation exceeds by a small quantity which changes with time, ultimately attaining a value which, as might be expected from (5), proves to be EfQ/2p0(f'0)2. This value is attained asy proposed to trace the process in detail.
The velocity, being radial, and having spherical symmetry, is derivable from a potential (}> , which may be thought of as expanded in powers of a parameter, say A, and which, as may be seen from (2), satisfies the equation AV2^ = Vdp, from which an integral term in A has been omitted, arising from the first term on the right-hand side of (2); its effect will be mentioned later. Acting on this equation 0 with the operator D/Dt, th a t is, ^ + (ugrad), it is seen th at the equation for < f> , to the accuracy needed to specify the terms in A and A 2, is (using the equation of In constructing the solution advantage will be taken of the conditions of the problem to make certain approximations; and it may be noted that, if the integral term mentioned above had not been omitted, on the right-hand side of (6) there would be found another second-order term in A; owing to the smallness of aK it proves to be of negligible effect to the accuracy of the problem. Considering the nature of the motion near the sphere's surface, it is readily seen that, to give the surface the prescribed motion, a solution of (6) must be specified which gives, at r = a,a velocity which is zero until time zero and from is, to present accuracy, crB cos (a B f (1 -cos 2<rt).
On applying the usual method of constructing a solution as a power series in A , one is led to consider a function 6 which is zero at r greater than ; which gives the surface the prescribed motion; which satisfies the differential equation through out the medium, except a t r = a + ct; and which from r to r -a is, in the present case, as far as the terms in A 2, given in close approximation by where
and e is the small angle whose tangent is cjaar. It may be noted that the double integral goes to zero at large r, and is almost unity at = I t may readily be shown th a t specific volumes near the sphere's surface, cal culated from this 6, will, owing to its defective properties at be too large by an amount which is E (l+ Pof'ol^f'o) I^Pof'o small values increasing time, falling to half its value in a time of order ajc.
If now the value of 8 V i s calculated (in a portion of m att averaged over a period of the sphere's pulsation, it is found th a t its value when is only a small fraction of ajc is less than the value attained at great by two approximate expressions which are:
( at he falls to a half value at a time of order a/c; and ( ) two terms, e2A -where A has the same sign as crB and a magnitude equal to the amplitude of oscillation of the specific volume, in this portion of matter, in the established motion. These two terms arise from the terms with factor e(r-a-c in (a), decay to a half value at a time of order a/c (that is, a t a time a t which the wave has travelled out from the sphere's surface through a distance of the order of the sphere's radius). In the past the biologist has generally resorted to differential staining as a means of rendering visible slight non-homogeneities in his preparations. When such treatm ent was impracticable, as in the case of living cells, the alternatives were to study the out-of-focus image, to illuminate the specimen with very narrow' pencils (with a consequent loss of resolution), or to use dark-ground illumination. Phase contrast offers a means of converting slight changes of refractive index (with the consequent change of wave front) into corresponding changes of amplitude. The method possesses the advantages th at the object is accurately focused, th at the full aperture of the objective is used and th at the eye is particularly sensitive to changes in amplitude. I t also makes possible for the first time the detailed study at full aperture of transparent living tissue in place of the usual stained preparations which may have undergone considerable modification in the course of processing.
